Physical Properties of Crystals

All crystals have a particular molecular arrangement that is called a lattice arrangement. Their molecules (the elemental particles that make up the crystal) are arranged in regular, repeating structures.

Quartz crystals (when I talk about crystals on this site I will be referring to quartz crystals) are made of a combination of silicon and oxygen (silicon dioxide). As the crystal is formed, the molecules are laid down in such a way that there is a spiral of 30 degrees.

This is also the angle at which human DNA spirals and at which the blood flows through your veins and arteries. Is that why we feel such an affinity to quartz? I think so. There is that resonance there, that link.

Silicon itself is what is known as a semi-conductor. That means sometimes it conducts electricity and sometimes it doesn't. It depends on the energy applied to it.

Quartz has a particular quality known as the Piezoelectric effect. When a force is applied to a piece of quartz, the distortion of the molecules on its surface produces an electric charge. Similarly when an electric current is applied to the crystal it will resonate at a particular frequency. This is how quartz is used in watches. Its regular frequency of resonance means you can build watches that measure that and keep very accurate time as a result.

This same distortion of the molecules can produce light. This is why battered crystals have been found in prehistoric settlements. People used to strike the crystals causing them to emit light. Poor crystals!

So applying vibration to a crystal produces light and electricity, and applying electricity or light produces vibration.
Types and General Metaphysical Properties of Crystals

General Crystal Metaphysical Properties.

Crystals have several properties that a metaphysician can use.

1. Crystals hold and release energy. The energy can be put in “in formation”, i.e. as information, that is later released by the crystal as required by you.
2. Crystals can focus and condense energy. They can help you distil something down to understand the true nature. Perhaps you have a problem or issue that you cannot get to the bottom of. The crystal can condense that information, focusing it down before releasing it back to you.
3. Crystals can amplify and direct energy. This is one of the most used properties. You can take your program (what is a program?) with all its joy and love, and amplify that program, making it so much more powerful than before.
4. Resonance. All crystals have a resonance. This is one of the major ways people work with crystals without even being aware of it. Just by being with them they can lift your resonance. This is particularly noticeable with Ancient One Crystals.

What is an Ancient One?

Ancient Ones are beings who have reached a particular level of evolution. They can express themselves in many forms, one of which is as a crystal. Other forms can be human or as Ancient trees.

Choosing the right type of quartz for you.

Rose quartz.

Rose quartz is very rare in elestials but if you need help or clarification in working with emotions then rose quartz is for you. It lends itself beautifully to emotional work. With clearing negative emotions through feeling, understanding and releasing to let them go. And also with positive emotions through feeling, understanding and releasing to allow the feeling of more. It can be programmed to create situations that facilitate the positive emotions. I really like rose quartz.
Smokey Quartz.

Looking for a grounding, gentle, slow energy. Smokies have a lovely soft energy, particularly those from Madagascar. They are best used for slowly stripping away at problems, layer by layer, and gradually building what you want, layer by layer. For fast manifestations or healing where you want it done all in one go, don't use a smokey. A citrine would be better. But if you are building something a step at a time, use a smokey.

Citrine Quartz.

The formula one racing car of the quartz world! Citrine crystals have a very fast energy. They are great for fast manifestations. They will not hold negative energy, so don't put a negative emotion into them and plan to come back to work on it later – it won't be there! But by all means put your positive emotions into them and let them amplify them.

Clear Quartz.

The jack of all trades. Clear quartz basically does the lot. It can be used for programming, healing, holding both positive and negative emotions, and holding other information. A great all rounder.

Amethyst Quartz.

The meditators stone. Amethyst particularly facilitates communication between you and your Higher Self. This is its strong point. It can be used for most other work also, like the crystals above.
The Energy Pattern of Crystals

Owing to the 30 degree spiral pattern discussed in the previous section, crystals classically have six sides and six faces (not with spheres, but we'll get to that in a moment).

As a result they have four axes of energy. An axis is a particular plane or direction.

![Diagram 1: The 3 Cardinal axes](image)

To define the axes imagine a classically shaped crystal is sitting on its base, with the front of the crystal toward you (or look at diagram 2, or better still do both!). The axis that runs from the bottom to the top is the “A” axis. This is the main axis of energy.
Coming out from each of the sides is another axis. These run perpendicular to the main axis and the sides, and are called the “C” axes. There are three altogether. (see diagram 2) The angle between each of these is 60 degrees.

The energy coming out of the crystal spirals up these axes, running with the main A-axis. The energy spiral can be very tight and focused (as with a wand) or very broad and sweeping (several feet or metres) with a large generator. So the energy spirals up the crystal and out the top. This is what is channelled out when a wand is used for healing. That energy can also be used for firing what you want to manifest into the ethers.

In elestials the axes may not be obvious as they are often irregular in their shape.

With a pendulum it is possible to find the axes, but it is usually not necessary. You can still use the crystal for laying down programs.

**What is a program?**

A program is essentially what it is that you are trying to create magically. You define what it is that you want, create a picture in your mind, fill it with as much joy and love as you can, and place it into the crystal.
Working with Crystals

Choosing a Crystal of Your Keeping.

Choosing your crystals can be a very personal thing. Many people have their own way of finding crystals, and each individual crystal may have its own way of calling to you. I have had some crystals literally say in my head "I'm the one" (I don't usually hear voices, just to set the record straight!). Other times I will just be drawn to the crystal by its appearance. You may find that you can't but the crystal down, or can't bear leaving it behind.

Also what is the clarity of the crystal like? A crystal doesn't have to be completely clear, but if it is too cloudy the energy won't flow properly. But some inclusions in the crystal can be good. Particularly for scrying, as they can be a useful focus.

Maybe use parts of the technique I describe below (How I work with crystals), specifically admiring the crystal. Take in its beauty. See if you feel a bond with the crystal.

You may need to spend some time doing these things.

Clearing and cleaning crystals.

Before starting to work with a crystal that has come to you, it is important to clean and clear it. Unfortunately you don't know what has been laid down in the crystal before you got it or what it has been used for. So to protect yourself, and for its benefit, always clean and clear before you use it.

There are many ways to clean and clear crystals. You can put them in salt water for 24 hours, or bury them for 24 hours also. You can also use other crystals.

Probably the quickest and easiest way is to run it under lukewarm and wash it with a mild detergent (don't drop it!), with the intent of cleaning and clearing anything in the crystal. The intent is the key. What you focus on is what you'll get.
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As a side note. Washing quartz crystals is fine, but some other types are water soluble. Obviously don't wash these! Use one of the other methods.

Once you've cleaned it, you can then move onto welcoming the crystal.

**How to work with a crystal.**

This is a technique I have described before for working with crystals, which is relevant for welcoming and working with elestials.

Now we get to what is the most important part. As a Healer or Magician you haven't just bought this crystal because you collect rocks (not that there is anything wrong with rock collecting), you want to use this crystal, and work with it.

**How to work.**

Before beginning, you must remember that a crystal is a consciousness. It is not a human being but it has consciousness. Crystals are a rarefied consciousness that is at the upper levels of evolution in the mineral kingdom. So it has to be treated with respect.

1. The first step in any magical or healing process is to define what it is that you want. What are you trying to achieve? It may be simply to welcome the crystal to your keeping and get to know it better. Or it may be to manifest a particular healing in some part of the world. Define it. It is often helpful to write it down.

2. The next step in working with crystals at any depth is to know what are your resistances to working with crystals. Now perhaps when you are starting out you may want to skip this step and get straight into meeting your crystal. But this must be covered at some stage if you are going to work with any depth.

3. Whenever I want to work with crystals I first look to my blockages. It is imperative that you identify these if you want to work with crystals in any depth. As a starter, sit with crystal. Just look at it. How do you feel about it? What thoughts come up? And be honest with yourself, brutally honest. Recognise those thoughts that say that this is stupid, what am I doing taking to a piece of rock etc.

4. Also recognise the excited thoughts and feelings. The ones that speak of the possibilities of working with this crystal, etc. Take the positive thoughts and feelings and use them to motivate you to give up the negative ones, to step over them. Make at note of them because there will probably be a recurring theme in them, especially the negative ones. Eventually you will become proficient enough to simply acknowledge the existence of the blockages and step over them. But to start with you must define.

5. As you work with crystals more it will be necessary to go into these in more depth. I recommend Lazaris's material as the best for this. (Click here the Lazaris material in the main window). But for now, realise that everyone has these reactions, so be compassionate with yourself and forgive yourself for having them.

6. I then sit looking at the crystal. Allow yourself to go into an altered meditative state, however you do that. Once you are there (and if you can do that with your eyes open so much the better), start to feel love for the crystal. Recognise its worth. The value that this crystal has. Its ability to make a difference in the world by bringing its beauty to you and others. Rejoice in the beauty of it. Respect it. Care about it. If you are genuine the crystal will begin to open up to you. This may happen immediately, but if the crystal has been misused in the past it may take some time to happen. But when it does open up, begin to
feel a link between the two of you. It will probably begin in your heart. I feel it as a warmth in my heart chakra, linking me to the crystal. Enjoy that link. Savour it, feel the pleasure of it.

7. At this point, I then work the magic I want with the crystal. I may go inside the crystal to explore it, looking for gateways to other realms (this is not recommended for elestials). I may programme magic into the crystal. Lazaris describes a variety of techniques for working magic with the crystals. I also just may sit with the crystal, letting it get to know me, and begin to trust me. Some crystals may have been misused in the past, and may be reluctant to trust. It will then hopefully begin to tell me about itself. It may come as words in my head, or pictures of experiences it has had.

8. Once I return from working with it, I look at how am I different. What has changed. What in me has changed from working/being with this crystal? Also how is my relationship with this crystal and other crystals different? Do I trust myself to work with them more? To I feel like more of a magician, more able to own the fact I create my own reality? I look at how I am different.

9. Put that into action in your life. Allow space for working with crystals. Commit to it, and to your magic. Buy some crystals if that is right for you. You can work with the ones in the photos on our site, but it's not like having them there in front of you.

10. Look for the magic in your world. Be aware of how your life has changed from your working with crystals. Do you feel more loving? A greater connection with the Earth? Do you have a more positive reality? Be aware of the changes. And when you become aware of them, give them space and time by accepting that they are real. They can last if you give them meaning.

Good luck and have fun!